
 

ACTS DESCRIPTIONS 

DreamCast Entertainment and Misha Matorin present a new and exciting show FATA 

MORAGANA featuring renowned artist and comedic daredevil  Bello Nock.  

In FATA MORGANA, DreamCast celebrates an international ensemble of amazing talent from 

around the globe including beautiful dancers and Acrobats from Russia ,  aerialists from Canada 

and Ukraine motorcycle riders performing daring stunts.  Once again combining their talents and 

imagination to present a show audiences will marvel at as performers travel through the air, push 

the limits with incredible acrobatic tricks and ascend their art to unparalleled heights.   

 

Opening 

Bello Nock and Moscow Circus Dancers 

Bello Nock is an international circus star, an amazing comedian and the world’s only true 

comedic daredevil.  He is equally accomplished at generating breathtaking thrills and laughter. 

The Bolshoi Moscow Circus Dancers combine youth, talent, and creativity with modern 

presentation dance movements. Led by choreographer Olga Poltorak,, she and fellow ballet 

dancers Veronika Zakharova. Anna Zgurovskaya and Anastasiiya Bilaikevich produce new and 

original dance numbers for FATA MORGANA that create a stunning spectacular in its beauty and 

scale of the professionalism and talent.  

 

Hand Balancing 

Male duo of amazing physique, perform an act with astonishing power demonstrating incredibly 

strong physical maneuvers, which are executed with effortless grace, balance and agility.  These 

two muscle men will enthrall audiences with their unparalleled use of strength and discipline. 

This human statue act is a crowd favorite.   

 

                                               



Cyr Wheel 

This act just recently got recognition in the several international circus festivals. The original 

concept of stunning yet graceful tricks is a recognized signature of this multitalented artist. 

                   

Bungee 

Only Bello can make falling from the top of a theatre funny.  Surprises will abound as Bello 

bounces from the rafters of Beau Rivage’s beautiful 1,550-seat theatre. 

Juggler 

 

 

Juggler Vladik is a second generation show business performer a comes direct from the Cirque 

Style production “Dralion.” Vladik’s very upbeat juggling act is performed by using Russian 

style juggling balls and clubs while dancing, tumbling, performing gymnastics and contorting his 

body in a very beautiful and graceful manner.  

 

     

Audience Participation Comedy 

Bello’s William Tell routine is a beautiful partnership between himself and an audience member 

as they create a hysterical archery act with nothing but balloons and imagination.  By the end of 

the act, audiences totally suspend disbelieve and experience the release of unconstrained 

laughter. 

 

Hula Hoops 

An amazing thing happens when our energetic artist takes the stage. She displays a talent that no 

other person can match. Her instrument of expression is a hula hoop and she has taken it light 

years from its humble beginnings into the world of performance art.  Combining elements of 

dance, contortion and technical skill, she has created a theatrical showcase that’s won worldwide 

attention and acclaim.  

 

 

 

 



Unsupported Ladder Balancing 

Aleksandr Rebkovets performs a very unusual and unique circus act known as "Unsupported 

Ladder Balancing." The name speaks for itself as he balances on a ladder without any support 

while combining different skills and tricks including juggling, acrobatics and double balancing. 

Rebkovets is also known and respected for being of one of the fastest artists on the ladder. 

 

Motorcycle globe 

Motorcycle madness is the order of the day as three stunt riders actually ride their machines 

upside-down in the Sphere of Fear, reaching speeds of 55 MPH.  Only centrifugal force and skill 

stand between them and disaster as they criss cross the globe together at breakneck speeds. 

     

Poll Act 

FATA MORAGNA’s acrobatic pole dancer is ot only your ordianry pole dancer! Sexy and 

athletic, this beatiful girl will perform on the pole with amazing tricks never seen before in 

theatre. 

Extreme Yoga 

This unusual act presents variety of original displays of incredible endurance and potentials of 

the human body. 

 

Cloud Swing 

Anastasiya Makeeva is a winner of the numerous international circus awards. Her “Aerial 

Tango” is the incredible display of the grace, athleticism   and courage. She is performing her 

tricks and stunts high in the air without any safety. 

                                  

Wheel Of Wonder 

Award-winning David Martins is a daredevil acrobat from Brazil who will perform aerial thrills in the 

giant whirling wheel of wonder.  He’ll flip, flop and fly through the air in this 40-ft high rotating 

“treadmill for adventures”. 

 

 


